PYC Junior Sailing Fleet

To accommodate the range of skills and ambitions of the sailors enrolled in our program, Plymouth Yacht Club proudly offers four boat classes in our Junior program fleet.

**Prams**

Prams are stable, uncomplicated dinghies ideal for the young beginner sailor. Prams quickly instill confidence in their sailors, so they can focus on sailing and fun.

**Optimists**

Optimists are a very popular and exciting race-class dinghy, sailed by both beginners and junior Olympians. The Opti design is straightforward, but also very versatile. This allows developing sailors to make simple or more complex adjustments to boat components, so the sailor can experience how these changes can greatly influence the boat's performance.

**RS Quests**

The Quest is a versatile, speedy yet stable sloop, rigged for beginner to advanced level sailors, ages 11 to adult. It can comfortably accommodate 3-4 adult sailors, and also can be rigged with an asymmetrical spinnaker for advanced/performance sailing. This boat is great for distance adventures around Plymouth Harbor!

**420’s**

A two-person performance racing-class boat, the 420 is for our intermediate and advanced Sailors who are ready for a challenge. The 420 is excellent for those learning either to race, to use multiple sails or to optimize a boat's performance. This boat is for ages 14+, with a minimum weight of 115 lbs.